Pass the Prize Baby Shower Game

INSTRUCTIONS: YOU NEED A PRIZE TO START THE GAME. EVERYONE STARTS OUT IN A CIRCLE - OR AS CLOSE AS YOU CAN GET. BEGIN READING THE STORY. THIS WILL GET THE GUESTS TO START PASSING AROUND THE PRIZE ALL AROUND THE ROOM. WHEN YOU ARE DONE READING ALL OF THE PHRASES, THE GUEST LEFT HOLDING THE PRIZE IS THE WINNER!

You thought all the gifts were meant for you, But I have other items too. So hold up this gift and look all around Then pass to the one with eyes of darkest brown.

You might think you are the lucky one, But let's all try to share the fun! Look around with eyes discreet And pass to the one with the smallest feet.

Your feet are tiny and very smallest. Now hand this to someone very tallest.

Please take your time and don't be harried. Give this to the one who is longest married.

You must be proud of your married life. Now pass this on to the newest wife.

Of this parcel you are bereft. Give it to the one on your left.

The longest earrings we're looking for now. If you're wearing them, step up with a bow.

Now that you have gotten your treat, Give this to the one with the largest feet.

Look around with all your might And pass to the one of shortest height.

Now search for all the buttons you can find. Look for the most, of any kind.

Now don't get cross and please don't fight, But pass this to the lady third on the right.

Is she here or is she there? Find the lady with the shortest hair.

Some of us may live far away. Who came the furthest to be here today?

No matter where she lives on this earth This lady is living farthest from the place of her birth.

Though it may make you shy, just a smidge, Being the oldest comes with privilege.

You're the one whose years are most, But now the youngest will play host.

To whom is this place the dearest? Pass this on to the person born nearest.

Her life probably does not feel very calm, So give this to the one who is the newest mom.

Search in this room, not all through the land And find the one with the longest nails on her hand.

Your nails are so long! That totally rocks! Now hand this to the person with the longest locks.

You are given the power to choose. Pass to whoever you want, you cannot lose!

Give this to the person with the longest name. Learning to spell it was no silly game!

Now the gift goes to the mom with the oldest child. She can tell us all about how teenagers are wild.

Look straight ahead is what I ask you to do Then pass to the one directly across from you.

A little discussion and we'll be able to tell The lady whose name is shortest to spell.

Opposite of giving the worm to the early bird, Put the gift in the hand whose knock was last heard.

I know, I know, the rhymes are getting worse. Pass this to the one with the biggest purse!

I think we should stop now, don't you agree? So give this last gift to the Mother-to-Be.